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[571 ABSTRACT 
An apparatus for reducing the background noise pro- 
duced by the porous walls of the test section of a wind 
tunnel includes a finely meshed screen member placed 
over the perforations in the test section walls. The 
mesh wire screen attached to the interior wall pro- 
vides a smoother surface for the air stream to flow 
against reducing the vorticies produced by the edges 
of the perforations in the test section walls. 
4 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures 
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SUMMARY O F  THE INVENTION 
The invention includes a fluid duct apparatus for 
aerodynamic testing and the like having a passage por- 
5 tion of substantially constant cross section, means for 
conveying a mass of air through said passage portion at  
least substantially a t  transonic speeds. The passage 
portion includes a wall member enclosing and defining 
said passage portion therethrough having perforations 
formed therein providing porosity to said wall member. 
Suction means operatively connected to the exterior of 
said wall member is provided for withdrawing fluid 
This invention relates to  an apparatus for reducing from said passage portion through said perforations to  
aerodynamic background noise in the test section of a aid in establishing air flow in said passage portion a t  a 
transonic wind tunnel. Since the development of the l 5  desired speed. A mesh screen member is carried on an 
transonic wind tunnel during the early 1940'~, an interior surface of said wall member covering said per- 
most continued effort has been made to improve air forations for reducing background noise produced by 
flow ~~~i~~ the early development years, it was the air flow passing over the edges of said perforations. 
shock from the being tested would seri- *O  aerodynamic measurements taken within said passage 
ously affect thc determination of loads and other aero- portion is minimized increasing the accuracy and reli- 
dynamic data. The wind tunnel blockage phenomenon ability Of the measurements. 
consists of standing shock in the tunnel test set- Accordingly, it is an important object of the present 
tion and the wind 25 invention to  provide an apparatus for reducing aerody- 
tunnel. The problem of reflected shock consists namic noise in the test section of a transonic wind 
of shock waves originating at  the model reflecting from tunnel. 
the wind tunnel walls back to the model for influencing Still another important objcct of the present inven- 
tion is to  utilize variable porosity walls in the test sec- any data being acquired from the air flow around the 
3o tion of a transonic wind tunnel to eliminate wind tunnel model. blockage and shock wave cancellation, while at the The utilization of porous walls was one  technique same time providing apparatus to  suppress the back- developed t o  reduce the problems of wind tunnel ground noise provided by the porous walls. blockage and shock wave reflections. In this technique, Another important object of the present invention is suction could be applied to the porous wall which aided 
35 to provide a simple and effective apparatus for sup- 
in starting the wind tunnels and for maintaining the air pressing aerodynamic background noise caused by 
APPARATUS FOR REDUCING AERODYNAMIC 
NOISE IN A WIND TUNNEL 
ORIGIN OF THE INVENTION 
The invention described herein was made by employ- 
ees of the United States Government and may be man- 
ufactured and used by or for the Government for gov- 
ernmental purposes without the payment of any royal- 
ties thereon or therefor. 
BACKGROUND OF THE' INVENTION 
observed that wind tunnel blockage and reflected Thus interference Of the background noise with the 
associated with startup 
flow through test section in a uniform manner. eorous walls in the test section of a transonic wind 
Later, this technique was refined so as to optimize air tunnel that can be easily adapted to any existing tran- 
flow conditions for all mach numbers by providing a 
variable porosity wall surface for the test section of the 40 
sonic wind tunnel. 
These and other objects and advantages of the inven- 
the variable porosity wall Opened to tion will become apparent upon reference to  the fol- 
Id provide optimum wave cancella- 
r transonic mach number and also 
lowing specification, attendant claims, and drawing. 
eliminate the problems of blockage. 
proved the flow quality in wind tunnel test Sections in tion, portion of a wind tunnel constructed in actor- 
some manner, evidence exists which indicates that the dance with the present invention, 
porous wind tunnel walls also produce high back- FIG. 2 is a cross-section view illustrating a porous 
ground noise levels in wind tunnel test sections. For the wall member constructed in accordance with the pre- 
n ~ s t  Part, fluctuating Pressure data 
experiments conducted,in transonic wind tunnels have FIG. 3 is a perspective view of a test section wall 
been incorrect or in Some CaSeS Completely drowned member constructed in accordance with the present 
out by the high background noise levels of the wind invention with parts of the wall member cut away to  
tunnel. It has been found that the perforations O r  holes show the three layers which comprise the wall member 
formed in the porous wind tunnel walk subject the air 55 constructed in accordance with the present invention. 
stream to the sharp edges and corners of the perfora- 
tions with the walls a t  any porosity setting between zero OF A PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 
and maximum and that the sharp edges of the hole The screen wire apparatus of the present invention 
create a whistling effect of  the air passing thereover. may be incorporated in any conventional transonic 
The sharp edges and corners create edge tones, and 60 wind tunnel and since such are well known in the art, it 
shock and expansion waves that are radiated into the will be unnecessary to  disclose or describe a complete 
free stream which influence not only the fluctuating wind tunnel machine herein. Moreover, since the appli- 
pressure measurements o n  the model, but also the cation of the present invention is similar with any con- 
steady state flow conditions in the wind tunnel test ventional wind tunnels, it will be unnecessary to  illus- 
section. Therefore, to  increase the accuracy and reli- 65 trate all of them herein, and we have accordingly 
ability of the aerodynamic data taken in transonic wind chosen to illustrate the invention in connection with a 
tunnels, it is necessary t o  suppress the background fourtecn-inch, square cross-section blowdown wind 
noise created by the porous walls. tunnel with a removable test section. 
BRIEF DESCRIPTION O F  THE DRAWING 
Even though the variable porosity walls have im- 45 FIG. 1 is a cross-section view illustrating a test set- 
from 50 sent invention for suppressing background noise, and 
3,952,590 
3 4 
Accordingly, FIG. 1 of the drawing shows only so test section, a smoother surface is provided for the air 
much of a conventional wind tunnel as is necessary to stream to flow against thereby eliminating the edge 
illustrate the application thereto of the present inven- tones, shock and expansion waves, while providing 
tion. enough porosity at the wall to cancel the shock waves 
A test section of a wind tunnel. is schematically illus- generated by the model being tested. In addition to  
trated at 10, is encloscd by ;I wall member having a pair using stainless steel wire mesh, other suitable materials 
of side Wall 12 and 14, a top wall 16 and a bottom wall may be utilized such as fiber metal types. 
18 defining a paSSagC portion Of a substantially con- Thc wire mesh Screen member utilized in accordance 
stant cross-section chamber Within the chamber aero- with the present invention offers a smoother surface to  
dynamic measurcnients may be tahen on various body 1 0  the airflow than the perforated walls and 
shapes such as the cone member 20 shown in FIG. 1. thus dampens vortices and caused by the 
The side wall 12 is a pivotable door wall providing perforations. This and inexpensive expedi- 
access to the test section. Each of the wall members 12 ent virtually eliminates the tunnel background noise 
through 18 is prefcrablq a double wall having a cross- problem that has plagued transonic wind tunnel aero- 
section as illustrated in FIG. 2 comprising a fixed inter- 15 dynamic testing for many years, 
ior wall member 22 and a movable exterior wall mem- While a preferred embodiment of the invention has 
fixed wall member 22 may be "pported by been described using specific terms, such description is 
any suitable means such as  screw member 26 fastened for illustrative purposes only, and it is to be understood 
thereto extending through an aperature 28 in the mov- that changes and variations may be made without de- 
able wall member. The screw member 26 can then be 20 parting from the spirit or scope of the following claims. 
attached, such as by welding, to a mounting support 30 
carried o n  the wind tunnel frame. The movable wall In  a fluid duct apparatus for aerodynamic testing 
member 24 is attached to  the wind tunnel frame in a and the like having a passage portion of substantially 
25 constant cross section, means for conveying a mass of conventional manner so that it slides longitudinally 
air through said passage portion at least substantially at relative to  the fixed wall 22. The fixed wall member 22 has a plurality of perfora- sonic speeds, said passage portion comprising: tions 32 formed therethrough and movable wall mem- a. a wall member enclosing and defining said passage bcr 24 has a plurality of identical perforations 34 portion therethrough having perforations formed formed thcrcthrough. When the perforations 32 and 34 therein providing porosity to said wall member; are in complete alignment, as shown in FIG. 2, maxi- 30 
face of said wall member covering said perforations As the movable wall member 24 is moved to  the right 
for reducing background noise produced by the air the alignment of the perforations 34 with respect to  the 
flow passing over the edges of said perforations; perforations 32 is changed and the porosity of the wall 
members as a unit is decreased, The movable whereby interference of the background noise with 
the aerodynamic measurements taken within said member 24 may be moved to  an extreme rightmost 
position to  completely close off the perforations 34 passage portion is minimized increasing the accu- 
racy and reliability of the measurements. affording zero porosity to the wall as a unit. The vari- 
tions for transonic math numbers and also to mitigate 40 ber includes a double wall member Comprising: 
blockage by a portion of the air stream to flow a. a fixed interior wall member having perforations 
through the perforations. In a conventional wind tun- formed therein; and 
nel, a ofsuction is applied to the exterior of the b. a movable exterior wall member carried adjacent 
wall members to withdraw the desired amount of air said fixed wall member having perforations formed 
flow through the perforations. therein aligned with the perforations of said fixed 
To reduce the background noise created by the flow wall member in a first position, said movable wall 
of air, in the direction of arrow 35, over the edges of member being movable to  vary the alignment of 
the perforations 32, a screen member 36, which is said perforations of said movable wall member with 
shown expanded in FIG. 1 for clarity, is placed over the respect to the perforations of the fixed wall mem- 
perforations on all four wall members 12 through 18. In 50 ber providing variable porosity to the double wall 
one prefcrrcd embodiment, a woven stainless steel wire member and thus t o  said passage portion. 
Screen was utilized having a mesh of 40/inch, a wire 3. The apparatus of claim 1 wherein said screen 
diameter of 0.0 I inch, a mesh opening of 0.01 5 inch, member is a finely woven mesh screen of stainless steel. 
and an open area of 36 percent. The woven wire screen 4. The apparatus as set forth in claim 3 wherein said 
is preferably bonded to  the test section walls using any 5 5  woven mesh screen has a mesh of 40/inch, a wire diam- 
suitable adhesive or may be  attached utilizing any suit- eter of 0.01 inch, a mesh opening of 0.015 inch, and an 
able fastening means such as screws. With the woven open area of 36 percent. 
wire screen attached over the perforated walls of the 
5 
24. 
What is claimed is: 
mum porosity is afforded to the wall as a unit, b. a mesh Screen member carried on  an interior sur- 
35 
able porosity walls are used to optimize wave cancella- 2. The apparatus Of wherein said mem- 
45 
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